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COLLECTION

Discover the

Our love of vintage continues this season with retro-inspired prints and nostalgic

knitwear. 

We have kept our signature optomistic look and feel , and at the same time staying

respectful of the world we currently inhabit.

We've chosen a rich colour palette which is warm and inviting, but also very easy

to wear. We're bringing optimism to the forefront of this collection with our use of

colour and patterns. Our prints are still very distinctive but eminently wearable.

Our shapes are nostalgic in look but still have a completely contemporary feel. We

have also added some new textures and fabrics to deepen the range and make it

both day and evening wear.

During the development process we were unsure if we achieved our goals but now

we are over the moon.....





Cardigan - CK28 EYE PATTERN BLUE





Jacket - 9004 TEAL

Dress - CD632 SHUTTLE 





Cardigan - CK170 NAVY 

Dress - CD7035 CLOVER 







Jumper - CK79 PANSIE PATTERN IVORY

Skirt - CS301 DENIM 





Shirt - CB190 WHITE DOBBY

Cardigan - CK23 HELMET PURPLE 



Agents Contact Information

 Germany

Milk agency

agentur@milk-concept.de 

The Netherlands

Maak Fashion Agency

info@maakagency.nl 

West France

Eric Delahais

eric.delahais@wanadoo.fr 

Ireland

Circus Apparel

info@circuswholesale.ie

Greece

Philly Agency

welcome@philly.gr  

Photography: Falko Matte

Marienplatz 15 ||| 06618 Naumburg

+49 3445 770465

  

South East France

Aline & Morgane Tourneur

 aline.tourneur@gmail.com

Southern Spain

Lucentum Showroom

3lucentum@gmail.com

Northern Spain

Libabali Showroom

javier-erroz@hotmail.com

Australia

 Le Bureau Fashion 

kim@lebureaufashion.com



Circus Brand Values

Our mission at Circus Apparel is to create timeless and elegant clothing that not

only makes women feel confident and beautiful, but also supports sustainability

and ethical manufacturing practices. 

As a vintage-inspired ladies clothing brand based in Dublin and manufactured in

New Delhi, India, we are committed to using only the highest quality materials.

These include Organic Cotton, BCI Cotton and EcoVero, which are grown and

harvested in a way that is kind to the environment. We believe that it is our

responsibility to protect the planet for future generations, and that starts with the

materials we use to create our clothing. 

We also believe in the importance of fair labour practices. That’s why we pay our

employees a living wage, providing them with the means to support themselves

and their families. Our workers are treated with respect and dignity, and we are

proud to be able to contribute to the local economy in this way. 

In addition to our commitment to sustainability and ethical manufacturing, we also

take great pride in our designs. We create our own prints and dress patterns,

ensuring that our clothing is unique and special. Our team of talented designers

draw inspiration from the past, creating pieces that are both nostalgic and

contemporary. 

We believe that fashion should be more than just a trend, it should be an expression

of who you are. Our clothing is designed to empower women and make them feel

confident in their own skin. 

As we move forward, we pledge to continue to innovate and improve in all areas -

from the materials we use, to our manufacturing processes, to our designs. We will

remain transparent and accountable in our practices, always striving for

excellence in all that we do. 

Join us on our journey to make fashion sustainable, unique and empowering!

The Circus Team
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